MicroSolvCE CUSTOM BUFFER SERVICE

Stop CE Method Transfer Anxiety…
We Can Make Your Buffers for You!
Rationale:
CE Methods may not “transfer” well because making
a CE Buffer is not a trivial matter. The water you start
with, the method of reagent addition, pH and BGE
control are only some of the factors that can vary
from lab to lab. Following and validating an SOP for
buffers can be tedious and difficult; creating
resistance to the method as well as reducing its
ruggedness.
Transfer your CE Method successfully and easily
by making it easier for other labs to perform your
method with your buffer. Simply provide these labs
with a catalog number to order your “Custom Made
Buffer”. The labs will receive your buffer with “exact
intended properties for CE” the first time, every
time…worldwide.

How Do “Custom Buffers” work?
You supply MicroSolv with your buffer recipe, which
we keep confidential. Your buffers are manufactured
for you in small production batches which include
Certificates of Analysis, Commercial Packaging and
MSDS sheets when requested. We supply you with a
discreet catalog number which you can refer to
anyone for their use. Through our international sales
network, these buffers are available worldwide and
are exactly the same buffers you used to develop
your original CE or CEC method. This eliminates one
reproducibility variable from your method, making it
more robust and acceptable to labs that are not
expert in preparing CE buffers.

Eliminate “Buffer Stress”.
Ease method transfer challenges and improve
chances of success for CE methods that you develop
and export to another laboratory. Most analysts are
not experienced with CE buffers and often do not
make their buffers in the same way that you do. This
results in reproducibility problems and can result in
resistance to using your method.

• Low Cost, Low Minimums
• Your Buffer Made in a GMP Facility
• Standard Catalog No. and SOP – Worldwide
• Easy, Sensible and Consistent

Q. How do I find out how to get my buffers made?
A. Three easy ways.
1. Internet. Visit our website and fill out our “Custom
Buffers” form.
2. Phone. Give us a call, we will gladly walk you
through the process.
3. Fax. Send us an idea of what you are looking for
and one of our representatives will be happy to fax
back a proposal.
Your choice above will only take a few minutes to complete
and there is no obligation to buy. Give us a try!
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